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First Communion Clothing!

Prospect Hill is o�ering an exclusive sale for the TIC Collaborative from May 10th-17th!
Check out the details of the sale at First Communion Sale Prospect Hill or call them at (800) 586-1951.

We also have some stunning First Communion clothes donated to the Collaborative!
Heather Farrell has done a beautiful job arranging

and photographing the boutique; some of those
pictures are included here: First Communion
Clothing Boutique, and more are included in

albums on the St. Ann's and St. John's Facebook
pages. If something fits your child, you are more

than welcome to take what you'd like! The full
collection can be found downstairs at St. John's.

Contact Stephanie Gaboury at directorofministries.TIC@gmail.com if you have any questions.

Faith Formation Survey

While this year’s Faith Formation season is coming to a close, we are
already in the midst of planning for next year! To that end, we would

like to take the opportunity to get your feedback through this brief
survey. It is our hope that we will be able to safely reopen fully

in-person in the fall; however, your children’s safety is our top
priority, and whether or not that is an option will depend on Covid

restrictions set by the state and the Archdiocese.

This survey is merely a data collection tool; we will do the best we
possibly can to accommodate everyone and fit the needs of the

majority, but we cannot make any promises about schedules at this
time. We will provide further information as soon as plans are more

formalized.

https://forms.gle/YxMeRioMPdKcgENv9

Volunteer Survey
While we are all still dealing with Covid
and the pandemic, we are optimistically
looking ahead to a 'new normal'. As the

Commonwealth is beginning their
reopening process, so are we!

To that end, WE NEED YOUR HELP!

Covid has hit us hard—as it has hit
many—and we have had to make many

budgetary cuts. In particular, our
landscaping and property/building

maintenance is in great need of
volunteers. Please take this brief survey to

indicate your willingness and ability to
help in any way regarding the upkeep of

our parishes.

https://forms.gle/9TPzHkSdraEpMdXZ9

Stephanie Gaboury directorofministries.TIC@gmail.com
Director of Ministries, T.I.C. Collaborative
“Be doers of the word, and not hearers only; Show me your faith apart from your works,

and I by my works will show you my faith” (James 1:22; 2:18)
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